
INTERVENE MORE RAPIDLY TO STOP  
EPISODES OF MILD GI UPSET 

NEW ALL-NATURAL, HEALTH CANADA APPROVED 
THERAPIES ARE EFFICACIOUS WITH LESS RISK

We can intervene more rapidly to stop the signs of mild acute GI upset 
with new all natural, Health Canada approved therapies that do not 
have adverse drug effects or cause harm to the gut environment. New  
protocols with non-antibiotic therapeutic options can help without the 
negative impact on the microbiome of the gut. They can be used as an early  
intervention with a multi-pronged approach. 

ENTERO AID +GI™ BEGINS TO WORK WITHIN HOURS 
TO STOP DIARRHEA WITHOUT HARMING THE GUT 
MICROBIOME

We can provide a simple solution to pet parents by using an all-natural, 
Health Canada approved, combination which can resolve signs of mild GI 
upset quickly.

We recommend starting with Entero Aid +GI™, a natural montmorillonite  
clay-based product that begins to work within hours to stop diarrhea without 
harming the gut microbiome.

The utilization of a clay paste can be extremely beneficial at helping absorb 
toxins, extracellular fluid, and bacteria in the gut.

Not all clays are the same. Pastes that contain clays that can absorb a larger 
amount of fluid and bacterial toxins are key to successful treatment. 

Montmorillonite clay is 10 to 15 times more effective than kaolin.

Watch Dr. Lisa Carioto discuss the  
unique properties of ENTERO AID +GI™.1

Lisa Carioto, DVM, DVSc, DACVIM, Internal Medicine Specialist

Susan Kilborn, DVM, DVSc, DACVIM (SAIM)

Watch Dr. Susan Kilborn discuss how 
non-antibiotic options can help without  
the side effects of antimicrobials.1 

Watch Dr. Lisa Carioto discuss how  
montmorillonite clay is 10-15 times 
more effective than kaolin.1

Watch Dr. Lisa Carioto discuss how 
ENTERO AID +GI™ helped Mia get back  
on her paws sooner.1

https://vimeo.com/545475782/5c5eef7a35
https://vimeo.com/542729769/2610173fc3
https://vimeo.com/542729013/9ee7e32e64
https://vimeo.com/542729101/7ca4f897e1


ADD A SYNBIOTIC TO PROTECT THE GUT MICROBIOME 
 
Maintaining a normal and diverse gut microbiome is key to stabilizing and 
regulating digestion in the intestinal tract in dogs and cats.

Probiotics have been shown as a safe and effective tool in resolving acute 
diarrhea without the side effects and gut biome alteration issues known with 
many antimicrobials. 

Pro Care +GI™ is a synbiotic that contains one prebiotic and two probiotics. 
It is an effective synbiotic that contains a clinically significant number of live 
bacteria in guaranteed amounts.

QUESTIONS?
We’ve got answers! Contact your local Grey Wolf rep or call 1-844-400-GWAH (4924). 
To learn more, visit my.greywolfah.com/vet-gi-kit/

Susan Kilborn, DVM, DVSc, DACVIM (SAIM)

Watch Dr. Susan Kilborn discuss the  
properties of PRO CARE +GI™.1

Susan Kilborn, DVM, DVSc, DACVIM (SAIM)

Watch Dr. Susan Kilborn discuss how 
PRO CARE +GI™  and ENTERO AID +GI™ 
stop mild acute GI upset more rapidly.1

 

INTERVENE MORE RAPIDLY WITH ENTERO AID +GI™ 
AND PRO CARE +GI™

In summary, Entero Aid +GI™ works synergistically with Pro Care +GI™ as a  
safe and low risk option for early management of mild GI upset.

Reference:
1. New protocols to help effectively manage the increased cases of acute GI upset during covid-19. (2020, December 4). [Video]. Vimeo. https://vimeo.com/490807387/0dd226c1cf

PRO CARE +GI™
Two bacterial strains, prebiotics (MOS), and beta-glucans 
quickly restore gut microflora

ENTERO AID +GI™ 
Montmorillonite clay binds toxins and bacterial pathogens 
and protects the mucosal integrity, and L-glutamine improves 
gut function

http://my.greywolfah.com/vet-gi-kit/
https://vimeo.com/543763394/ff2a6e0900
https://vimeo.com/542729680/106ae541f6

